
 

Sugar Rush (Online Instructions) by Brian Platt

Perform absolutely impossible looking miracles, anytime, anywhere, with ease!
And all with everyday objects- a couple of chocolates. The possibilities are
endless, but listed below are a handful of favorites taught on the DVD. Sugar
Rush! includes two custom machined gimmicks, access to a 30 minute online
video and a few SR Pro Accessories as a complimentary bonus.

HERSHEY MINI ACROSS- Cleanly and fairly display that you have nothing more
than two Hershey Minis in your hands- A Krackel and, say, a Hershey's Dark. Ask
your spectator to name one of them. Let's say they name the Hershey's Dark.
Close your fingers around the two bars. With absolutely no moves, the Hershey's
Dark vanishes from your hand and instantly appears in your other hand. Or have
it appear in nearly any 'impossible location.' Brian teaches many other variations
on this basic usage including an open-handed 'invisible toss.' Carry two
Hershey's minis with you and you're ready to fry anybody, anytime, anywhere.
Even surrounded! When you're done, celebrate the moment by handing them a
chocolate and enjoying one for yourself.

CANDY THRU MUG/TABLECLOTH/TABLE- So simple. Yet so utterly
impossible. With rolled up sleeves, completely empty hands and absolutely
nothing more than a Krackel, a Mr. Goodbar, and an empty coffee cup you're
ready to perform miracles . The empty cup is turned over (and yes, it really is
empty.) And yes, the two candies are really resting on your hand. Close your
fingers around them and tap the upside down cup. Instantly the Goodbar goes
through the bottom of the cup and inside of it. The spectators can even lift the
cup themselves. Next, you fairly place both candies under the cup. With no
moves one of the candies appears outside the cup. You can then make the
candy go through napkins, tablecloths, and even the table itself!

ZIPLOCK PENETRATION- A combination of principles that makes for pure
visual magic with apparently no explanation. Show a clear, ziplocked bag filled
with Mr. Goodbars and clearly nothing other than Mr. Goodbars. Pick up 3 other
candies and explain that you're going to make your favorite candy, say the
Krackel, magically penetrate through the baggie. Proceed to knead it right
through the plastic! It doesn't get any fairer looking than this. Remove the Krackel
while showing it truly is in the bag with the Goodbars! The spectators will
immediately reach for the bag. Let them, as the bag and all the candies inside
are 100% examinable. You've got absolutely nothing to hide.
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WEB UPDATES- As with nearly everything at Platt Magic, Brian will continue to
provide free password protected videos containing his own additional ideas &
handlings as well as ideas submitted from the public.
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